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INTRODUCTION

This report contains abstracts from a workshop on the potential effects of fishing gear on

benthic habitat held in September 1996 at the National Ma¡ine Fisheries Service O¡MFS) Auke

Bay Laboratory (ABL) in Juneau, Alaska. The purpose of the workshop was to review the

progress and preliminary results of studies begun in 1996 and to discuss approaches and priorities

for proposed research in 199'7. Attendance was by invitation, and about 30 people participated

in the workshop, including scientists from the Resource Assessment and Conservation

Engineering (RACE), Resource Ecology and Fishery Management (REFM), and ABL divisions

of the NMFS Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC); NMFS Alaska Regional Office (ARO);

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G); Universiry

of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF); University of Washington; and the National Undersea Resea¡ch

Center. The workshop agenda and a list of workshop attendees a¡e in appendices to this report.

Presentations included preliminary observations from a manned submersible of trawied

versus untrawled ha¡d-bottom a¡eas in the eastern Gulf of Alaska, an overview of field srud.ies

to examine bottom trawl impacts in the Bering Sea, a description of methods for examining

benthic community structure and possible effects of trawling based on historical data in the Gulf

of Alaska and Aleutian Islands, and video tape showing how different types of trawl gear can

impact seafloor habitats. Additional presentations included a review of flshing gear impact

studies ofï the northeastern United States and preliminar.v evaiuations of the feasibiiity of using

laser-line scan systems. sidescan sonar. and hydroacoustic habitat mapping systems as research

tools to examine flshing gear impacts. Proposed research for 1997 included continuation of

trawling impact studies begun in 1996. an examination of the effects of trawling on gorgonian

corals in heavily fished a¡eas in the Aleutian Isla¡rds near Seguam Pass. and examination of the

effects of scallop dredges on benthic habitat,
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synopsis of 1996 Field work Related to Trawling Impacts on Hard-
Bottom Areas of the Eastern Gulf of Alaska

J. Lincoln Freese, Jonathan Heifetz, and Bruce L. wing
National Marine Fisheries Service, Auke Bay Laboratory

11305 Glacier Highway, Juneau, AK 99g01

Peter J. Auster
National Undersea Resea¡ch Center, Universiry of Connecticut at Avery point

Groton, CT 06340

in the eastern Gulf of Alaska (EGOA). trawling for ¡ockfish by foreign ûshing fleets was

extensive in the 1960s and 1970s. Foreign trawlers were replaced by domestic trawiers in the

1980s' targeting mainly depressed rockfish stocks. Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus), the

primary target species of bottom trawlers, is a demersal rockfish that inhabits the outer

continental shelf shoreward, and is trawled tbr at depths of 165-290 m. Adult pacific ocean

perch concenhate on simple, low-profile habitat.

The¡e is widespread agreement among ma¡ine investigators that bottom trawling alters the

seafloor. but the effects of this activiry on the overall stability and productivity of benthic

communities are not well understood. Although numerous studies have focused on the effects

of trawling on target species, research regarding the effects of trawling on non-target organisrns

and seafloo¡ habitat has been limited. Heretofore, no studv has been conducted in the EGOA that

attempted to quantif;i the effects of bottom trawling on benthos, although disturbance to both

substrate and associated biota was noted during previous manned submersible studies in the

EGOA conducted by the NlvlFS Auke Bay Laboratory. The objective of our 1996 field study

was to determine whether a bottom trawl outfrtted '¡¿ith tire gear foot rope causes changes to the

seafloor and associateci epifàuna' We used both a commerciai trawier and a two-man submersible
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in this investigation. The trawler was f,tted with a Nor'eastern bottom trawl equipped with tire

gear. The trawl was also fltted with a transponder. Trawi tracks were plotted by following the

trawler with the sub tender and using the tende¡'s integrated navigation system (using DGpS and

ultra-short baseline acoustic tracking). Most trawling was on the outer continental shelf in lolv-

proûle habitat (pebble/cobble) from depths of 200-220 m. Tows lasted 5-10 min. The trawler

completed l4 single-pass tows,2 triple-pass tows, and 1 seven-passtow. All organisms collected

in the trawl were sorted on deck, identified to species, counted, and weighed. Organisms not

identifiable in the field wcre preserved in 10% buffered formalin for later identification in the

laboratory.

After each trawl track was completed, the submersibie descended to the seafloor and

located the track, Weighted flags were deployed at the beginning and end of each track to

facilitate relocation. The submersible was equipped with two Hi8 video cameras. one camera

was oriented vertically, and the other at a 55o angle to the substrate. The vertically mounted

camera had a laser scaler to facilitate substrate classif,cation. Transects were run within each

trawl path for the iength of the pathl reference transects were run parallel to the trawl path

approximately 50 m distant. We also ran 3-5 transects perpendicular to each trawl path where

trawl-door, roller, or tire ma¡ks were visible. The perpendicula¡ t¡ansects ran between door

marks, plus an additional 50-100 m beyond each door mark. Video tape shows 10 trawi paths:

seven single-tow paths. two triple-tow paths, and one seven-tow path. Videotape data wiil be

analyzed during winter 1996-1997. initially concentrating on habitat ciassification, sessile and

motile epifauna in trawied vs. reference tra¡rsects, impacts to epifauna. and compa¡isons of trawi

b¡rcatch with organisms in sil¡.r.
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inTrawl Impact Studies the Eastern Bering Sea

Robert McConnaughey and Tenance M. Sampie
National Marine Fisheries Service, Alaska Fisheries Science center

7600 Sa¡d Point'Way, Seattle, V/A 9g115

'When 
used to harvest iiving marine resources, bottom trawls may cause changes in

properties of the seafloor and associated biota. Recently, the North Paciûc Fishery Management

Council O{PFMC) substantially increased the area closed to bottom trawling in the Bering Sea.

However, scientif,c data that directly address potential trawl impacts in the region are lacking.

Hence, experimental trawling was conducted in the Bering Sea this past summer (31 July - 6

August 1996) to improve our understanding of the effects of bottom trawls on the soft-bottom

benthos- An historical analysis of commercial bottom trawl effort in the Bering Seá identified

adjacent pairs of heavily fished and r:.nîshed 1 nautical mile2 a¡eas of the seafloor. A total of

104 samples were collected with a NMFS 83-112 bottom trawi modiûed to improve retention

of epifauna (i.e.. tickle¡ chain and 1%-inch liner along bottom of net were added). In this study,

epifauna are considered indicators ("integrators") of seafloor attributes becausc of their

characteristically strong affinities for particular substrates. Multivariate analyses and

randomization significance tests will be used to compare population densities and community

structure in the two groups of stations. A color video system attached to the experimental trawl

provided additional information on habitat featu¡es. This research will also provide important

spatial information about fine-scale variabilitv in these benthic communities and will serve as the

basis t.or more rigorous manipulative investigations in FY97. Anticipateci products of this work

include technical advice to the NPFMC. refèreed journai a¡ticles. and presentations at technical

conferences and workshops.
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Introduction to Trawl Gear in contact with the seafloor

Craig S. Rose
National Ma¡ine Fisheries Service, Alaska Fisheries Science center

7600 Sand Point Way, Seartle, V/A 99115

The impact of trawl gear on seafloor habitats and communities varies considerably

depending at least on:

1. The component of the trawl involved: door, sweep, footrope, codend.

2' The construction of that component: weight, diameter, material, and rigging on the t¡awl.

3. The type of subst¡ate: rocks, mud, sand, etc.

4. The organisms on that substrate.

A collection of videos taken during AFSC research on com.mercial and suryey bottom trawis

demonstrated how:

1' The design of all trawl components varies, depending on the target species, the expected

substrate, and other factors.

2' Doors are the heaviest component of a bottom trawl, responsible for spreading the trawl and

sinking it to the seafloor. The doors contact the smallest area of seafloor.

3. Sweeps and bridles cover the largest a¡ea of seafloor and herd ûsh into the path of the trawl

net.

4- The tbotrope must be designed to compromise between preventing the escape of f,sh

underneath and protecting the trawi netting. Rough seafloor requires larger diameter

footropes than conventional gear.

5. Softer substrates are more easily tinowed and suspended b1,fishing gear.

6. High-proûle rocks can be overtumed by the passage of a trawl.

7. i{igh-profìle orgarusms a¡e -,'ulnerable io trawl damage,
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A Retrospective Analysis of Trawling Effects in the Gulf of Alaska and
Aleutian Islands

Thomas C. Shirley and Catherine Coon
Juneau Center, School of Fisheries & Ocean Sciences, University of Alaska Fairbanks

lfl20 Glacier Highway. Juneau, AK 99801

This investigationwill 1) examine the spatial dist¡ibution of trawling activity in the Gulf of

Alaska (GOA) and Aleutian Islands (AI) and how it may have changed over time; 2) examine

epibenthic macroinvertebrate and demersal fish assemblages for GOA and AI; and 3) determine

whether the influences of bottom trawling on the benthic assemblages can be assessed by

retrospective analyses' Two primary data bases will be used for the study: the National Marine

Fishe¡ies Service OIMFS) domestic groundfish observer data base O{ORPAC), and the NN,IFS

triennial surveys from 1987-1996. Trawling activiry catch statistics. and environmental variables

from both data bases will be entered by location on a geographical information system (GIS)

program such as ARCVIEW to utalyze spatiai and temporal aspects of trawling activit.v.

lvfultiva¡iate methods, including classif,cation and ordination techniques, will be used to analyze

community structure of the benthic assemblages sampled by the trawls. A¡eas of high and low

trawling activity will be matched to NMFS triennial trawl surveys to assess the influences of

trawling on the benthic assemblages. The study is correlationai by design. but one may be abie

to infer trawling effects, e.g.. if assembiage composition or structural attributes have chzurged over

time in areas of high trawiing lntensitv compared with areas of low trawling intensity.
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Impacts Studies off the
States

Northeast United

Peter J. Auster
National Undersea Research Center, University of Con¡ecticut at Avery Point

Groton. CT 06340

In coastal waters off the northeastern United States, historic low population levels of

principal groundfish species and a large increase in fishing effort since the early 1980s have

created a concern about the impacts of widespread frshing activities on seafloo¡ habitats. Studies

conducted in the Gulf of Maine have applied a variety of approaches to understanding the effects

of mobile ûshing gear (bottom trawls and scallop dredges) on habitat characteristics, community

composition, and ecosystem-level processes. Underwater vehicles (ROVs, occupied submersibles)

have been used to conduct video transects to quantify the distribution of abiotic (e.g., sedimentary

bedforms) and biotic (e.g.. epibenthic fauna, biogenic structures) habitat features. Studies have

included comparisons of impacted and reference sites as weil as temporal comparisons (i.e.. pre-

and post-impact). Sidescan sonar has been used to assess the distribution of habitats and gear

impacts on 1G-l00 times the area assessed using underwater vehicles alone.

These studies concluded that mobile fishing gear reduced spatial cornplexity of seafloor

habitats by direct removal of epifauna. smoothing sedimentary bedforms, and rernovai of taxa that

create structure. Changes in the'structure of flsh and invertebrate assemblages have also been

attributed to the impacts of gear. The demersal fish assemblage has shifted from a gadid- to an

elasmobranch-dominated assemblage. based on research survev trawl samples. This shift has been

attributed to direct flshing mortality of target species. but sorne hypotheses about ecosystem

changes impeding a return to historic communitv composition have been advanced. photographic



sled transects and naturalist-dredge samples have been used to quantify changes in benthìc

commrurity structu¡e attributed to impacts by scaliop-dredge gear. Abundance of taxa associated

with gravel habitats that were sensitive to disturbance declined significantly. Benthic primary

production- by benthic microalgae, can be a significant fraction of primary production over

shallow coastal waters and banks (i.e., approximately 3H0 m depth).

Sampling using benthic respiration chambers and demersal zooplankton re-entry traps has

shown that mobile fishing gear removes benthic microalgae on sand bottoms, shifting primary

production to phytoplankton and the zooplankton coÍr.munity to holozooplalkton. These studies

have demonstrated impacts of fishing gear at habitat, communit¡ and ecosystem levels. If these

patterns are widespread, curtent literature suggests that recovery of principal groundf,sh species

may be impeded due to reduced survivorship of early benthic phase stages due to reduced cover

from predators and reduced availability of primary prey.
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Feasibilify Of Using A Laser Line Scan System To Assess Trawl Impacts
On Bottom Habitat

Robert S. Otto
National Marine Fisheries Service, Kodiak Laboratory

P,O. Box 1638, Kodiak, AK 99615

William A. Donaldson
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

211 Mission Road, Kodiak, AK 99615-6399

The A-FSC's Kodiak Laboratory in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and

Game studied the feasibiiity of using an underwater Laser Line Scanning System (LLSS) to

detect trawl-induced physical and biological changes to bottom habitat. Operations consisted of

1) general observations of organisms, bottom featwes, and targets such as derelict crab pots (20

tows), 2) targeted tows where sonic-tagged pods of king crabs were observed (5 tows), and 3)

observation of six separate fresh trawl tracks (8 tows). Images obtained a¡e simila¡ to black-and-

white television pictures and available in still-frame and video format. Of 33 tows. rhe LLSS

produced good images for the entire track in 17 cases, produced usable images for part of the

track in 14 cases, and failed to obtain images in 2 cases. Web in lost crab pots, numerous

organisms (starflsh, crabs, flounders, kelp), and bottom featu¡es (rocks, shells, lost line, bottles,

cans) were routinely and clearly visible. Trawl tracks were imaged well for two tracks, partially

observable for lwo tracks. and not observable for wo tracks. Trawi tracks were difficuit or

impossible to observe in well-sorted sand mixed with sheil hash, more easiiy observed in

sa¡rd/silt-mud bottom, and ciearly observable in soft bottom. The LLSS fills a gap between side-

scanning sonar and ROVs, is easiil' deployeci. anci is capable of detecting some etTects of

trawling. The LLSS can be a useful resource-assessment tooi ibr macro-invertebrates such as

crabs or scaliops.
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The Role of Sidescan Sonar in Seafloor Classification, with a Direct
Application to Commercial Fisheries Management

Victoria M. O'Connell
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

304 Lake Street Room 103, Sitka, AK 99835

'ff Waldo Wakeûeld
Rutgers Universiry Institute of Ma¡ine and Coastal Science,

Box 231, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

H. Gary Greene
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
Box 450, Moss Landing, CA 95039

David W. Carlile
Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Box 240020, Dougias, AK 99824

Demersal shelf rockf,shes (Seåasres spp.) are the target of an importa¡rt shore-based fishery

in the eastern Gulf of Alaska (945 metric ton allowable catch). These fi.shes are difficult to assess

using traditionai techniques because they are closely associated with complex rocky habitats. The

Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) has been using an occupied submersible to

conduct line transects for estimating density of demersal shelf rockfish since 1990, concentrating

on yelloweye rockfish (5. rubercimus) because it accounts for 90% of the commercial catch of

this assemblage. Biomass of adult yelloweye rockfish is derived from the product of estimated

density (for all rocky habitats), the estimate of a¡ea of suitabie habitat within the 200-m depth

contour. and average weight of Ítsh from port samples by management area. Currently the

estimate of area is based solelv on the habitat description from bathymetric charts, with areas

described as "rocky" or "hard" included in our analvsis. Although not yet used speciflcally for

management. itabinr-specific densities a¡e aiso estimated. These habitats have been defineci baseci
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on in situ characteriz¿tion. Yelloweye rockfish are significantly more abundant in a¡eas with

refuge spaces (e.g., caves, large cracks, overhangs, or boulder fields where both the boulder size

and the void-to-clast ¡atio is iarge). We currently estimate the density of adult yelloweye rock-frsh

in the Central Southeast Outside management a¡ea (CSEO) to be 2,929 fish,/kmr.

In 1994, we began a pilot study using sidescan sonar to help delineate available habitat and

identify areas of key habitat types in the Edgecumbe'offshore lava fleld, an important fishing

ground in the CSEO. In i996, we expanded this sidescan survey using an AMS-150 sidescan

(150 kHz) and collected bathymetry data concurent with the sidescan. The result is a large

mosaic of the seafloor off K¡uzof island, which covers approximately one-fourth of the entire

CSEO area. The area is diverse in habitat, including areas of plutonic rock with Sitka Graywacke

outcrops, sand and silt, cobble, and an extended area of lava. The lava su¡face exhibits well-

deflned and little-e¡oded aa and pahoehoe lava. lobate lava fronts, collapsed lava tubes, volcanic

cones' and fault scarps. These habitat cha¡acterizations have been groundtruthed with direct

observations from the submersible.

The diversiry and distribution of rockfish species appears to be related to habitat and depth;

suitably sized refuge spaces are a key to demersal rockfish occurrence. For example, the two

large volcanic cones on the southern margin of the lava fleld appeffi similar. However, one has

significantiy more fishes. both in terms of abundance and diversiw. The sidescan clearly shows

the key difference in habitat: the "19-fathom" pinnacle has a field of immense boulders on its

flank, providing refuge habitat that rs not available on rhe adjacent pinnacle.

We plan to use the level of categorization availabie from the sidescan mosaic to reclassify

flsh habitats. and then collect fish densiw data for these habitats. We also plan to continue our

sidescan 'vork in coniturction rvith NOA;\ NMFS. eventuaily rraoping the entire eastern Gulf of
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Alaska' Seafloor classifications over a wide geographic region will allow us to significantly

improve our fishery management plan for demersal shelf rockfish by allowing us to use habitat-

speciûc densities. Ultimately, our ocean-mapping efforts will provide a pernanent reco¡d of the

seafloor for use in the management of living resources within the region.

An Evaluation of Hydroacoustic Technology for Seafloor Classification

Robert McConnaughey
National Marine Fisheries Service, Alaska Fishe¡ies Science center

7600 Sand Point Way, Seattle, WA 9g115

Paul von Szalay
University of Washington, School of Fisheries

Seattle, WA 98195

Daniel H. Ito
National Marine Fisheries Service. Aiaska Fisheries Science center

7600 Sand Point Way. Seanie, WA 9g1i5

Effective management of a com.merciall¡r exploited fish stock depends on a thorough

understanding of the biology of the species as well as its relationship to the physical environment.

Detailed environmental information is needed to design effective freld studies of the effects of

flshing activities on flsh habitat. Furthermore, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation a¡rd

Management Act of 1996 has added new mandates concerning the identification and protection

of essential fish habitat. Despite steadv improvement in the anai¡ical tools available to the

f,shery scientist. major gaps remain in the data requirecl f'or these tasks. To address these needs,

an acoustic bottom-typing system QrC Wew Series :'. manufactured by the euester Tangent

Ccrporation. Sidney, Il.C.) '"vas acquired to begin evaluating the etf,rcac'¡ of remote sensing of
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seafloor properties. This technology does not require dedicated ship time, adapts to a variety of

installed echosounders, and continuously collects seabed classiûcations during routine vessel

operations, including fishing. Also being investigated is the feasibility of post-processing

previously archived hydroacoustic fishery data to obtain the requisite data on seafloor properties

at considerable savings. After a shakedown cruise in Puget Sound (ll-12 July 1996),the OTC

I'iew system was deployed on the R/V Miller Freeman (18 July - 7 August 1996) in the eastern

Bering Sea for testing in soft-bottom areas. Problems with signal saturation using the Sim¡ad

EK-500 scientific echosounder were encountered, and we are cunently working with the

manufacturers of the equipment to resolve the problem. To this end, engineering cruises are

planned for 1997 before redeployment in the Bering Sea. The bottom-fyping system was also

deployed in the Gulf of Alaska in i996 (22-29 August) aboa¡d the R/V John N. Cobb with a

Simrad EQ-50 navigational echosounder to evaluate the utility and operational limits of this

technology in hard-bottom areas. Additional freld work is planned. Ultimately, synoptic mapping

of benttric habitats may be accompiished with chartered fishery survey vessels and this

technology.
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Residence Time, Movement, and Habitat of Adult Thnner Crabs in Täku
Inlet, Alaska: Potential Impacts from Submarine Thilings Disposal

Robert P. Stone and Scott W. Johnson
National Marine Fisheries Service, Auke Bay Laboratory

11305 Glacier Highwa¡ Juneau, AK 99801

The Alaska-Juneau (AJ) gold mine near Juneau, Alaska, is in the permitting process to

reopen. Submarine tailings disposal (STD) is one option the mine is considering for tailings

disposal. During the iife of the mine, an estimated 75 million met¡ic tons of tailings would be

deposited into Tâku Inlet south of Juneau. an extremely important area for recreational and

commercial fisheries. If permitted by federal and state agencies, the AJ mine would be the only

mine in the United States and one of only a few mines in the wo¡ld to use STD.

Smothering of the seafloor is an obvious impact of STD. Tanner crabs (Chionoecetes bairdi)

are the most important commercial species in Taku Inlet, and they may be directly impacted by

STD' Tänner crabs may remain in the impact area or migrate to areas not covered by taiiings.

If they remain in the impact area. they could incorporate heavy metals into their tissues-Tânner

crabs bury in and often ingest sediment whiie feeding. The objectives of our study were to

determine l) residence time, 2) seasonal movement. and 3) habitat use (e.g., depth, bottom type)

of Tanner c¡ab in the proposed STD area. Twenty-six aduit Tanner crabs (16 males, l0 females)

were captured in Taku Inlet in May 1996, sonic-tagged, and reieased at their original capture

location. Crabs were tracked weeklv by surfäce vessei through August 1996. Position (DGpS).

depth' and key habitat parameters (salinity,, temperature. dissolved oxvgen) were recorded each

week ibr each crab. In addition, the manned submerslble Delta was used in late August to
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visually document the condition of tagged crabs, note their spatial relationship to other crabs, and

identify important habitat.

After 20 weeks, most (22) tagged crabs were in good condition and at liberty in Täku Inlet-

no crab had moved outside the proposed impact area. By late August, the average distance

tagged crabs (males and females) had moved from their original capture location was about 5 km

(not in a straight line). One male had moved a straight line distance of about 12 km since

release. Depths of tagged crabs have ranged from about 35 to 220 m on soft, silty bottoms.

Wìth the submersible, we found and videoed eight tagged crabs-some on steep slopes, and most

usually near other Tanner crabs. Two derelict tags that had fallen off crabs were also recovered

with the manipulator arm of the submersible. We plan to continue tracking crabs th¡ough spring

1997. To date, however, it appears that Tänner crabs have small home ranges and a¡e resident

to Täku In-let. Therefore, STD may have a direct and likely long-term impact on Tânner crab.

Repeating this study after STD begins will provide information on whether Tänner crabs utilize

an altered seafloor.
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Appendix A. Agenda

Workshop on the Potential Effects of Fishing Gear on Benthic Habitat
24-25 September

Auke Bay Laboratory

Tuesday 24 September: Review, progress, and discussion of studies initiated in 1996

8:3G- 9:00
9:0G-10:00

l0:00-10:30
10:30- 11 :30
11:3G-12:00
l2:0G- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:3G- 3:00
3:0G- 3:15
3:15- 4:15

Opening rematks, introduction, logistics, objectives (Dahlberg and Heifetz)
Eastern Gulf of Alaska submersible studies (Freese and Johnson)
Break
Bering Sea trawl studies (McConnaughey)
Gulf of Alaska/Aleutians retrospective study (Shirley)
Lunch (Canton House)
Video tape of bottom trawl (Rose)
Sidescan sona¡ habitat mapping (O,Connell)
Laser line technology (lr{elson and Somerton)
Break
Acoustic habitat typing (McConnaughey and von Szalay)

Wednesday 25 September: Discussions and planning

Review of East Coast and other studies in relation to Alaska studies (Auster)
Break
General discussion

What questions do we wanr answered?
Limits of submersible studies
Role of habitat-typing technology
Other approaches
Other gear besides trawis
where should we be working-Bering Sea. Gulf of Alaska. Aieutians?

Lunch (Open)
AFSC 1997 Proposal

Continuation of FY96 studies
Prio¡ities
Funding? Base funds. add-ons, NURP
Time tiame
Cooperators (ARO. USGS, ADF&G, UAF, Fishing industry)

Conclusions

9:0G-10:00
10:00-10:15
I 0: 1 5-12:00

t2:0G- 1:30
1:30- 4:00

4:00- 4:30
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